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1. The_____ are next-door neighbours to the Fulani of Adamawa State.

     	      Obohia

     	--->> Jukun

     	      Ndoki

     	      Tiv

2. The political system  of Igbo and Efik  groups operate in what anthropologists called 
____ society.

     	--->> stateless

     	      state

     	      gerontorary

     	      autocratic

3. The following groups are classified as peoples of the forest, except____

     	      Yoruba

     	      Igbo

     	      Ibibio

     	--->> Fulani

4. The predominant groups in the grassland  zone are the ____, except

     	      Fulani

     	      Hausa

     	--->> Obohia  Ndoki

     	      Kanuri

5. It is a well-known historical fact that there have been migrations  through 
_____Nigeria
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     	      same society

     	--->> other society

     	      induvidual

     	      culturist

6. On religious matters, the  shared practice among forest peoples is ____

     	      diffused polytheism

     	--->> diffused monotheism

     	      diffused multitheism

     	      gods

7. The British interest in Nigeria started in _____

     	      Obohia

     	--->> 1849

     	      Ndoki

     	      Lagos

8. It is a well-known historical fact that there have been migrations  through 
_____Nigeria

     	      Western

     	      Southern

     	--->> Northern

     	      Eastern

9. On religious matters, the  shared practice among forest peoples is ____

     	      diffused polytheism

     	--->> diffused monotheism

     	      diffused multitheism

     	      gods
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10. The bombardment of Lagos in 1851 was on a pretext that _____ was a notorious 
slave trader

     	      Akintoye

     	      Beecroft

     	--->> Kosoko

     	      Obohia
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